ACOUSTIC

Customized acoustic solutions for every application
In a world of noise, the quality of a building’s environment can be measured to some extent by its acoustic design. Today, modern architecture, with its ambitious design principles, clear, minimalist structure, sound reflecting walls, open spaces and use of glass, is setting new challenges in acoustics. Acoustic solutions have to blend harmoniously into the design, representing good value for money. At the same time they have to conform to the highest standards and to strict legal requirements. Every building needs its own individual acoustic solution, regardless of its use and design. That is why every pinta system is as unique as the room in which it is used.
There is no such thing as a standard acoustic system. Each application is unique. At pinta we conduct an extensive acoustic analysis of the room: this forms the basis for developing a customized system to meet your requirements, and fulfils the demands of acoustics and design in equal measure – even if that means developing a completely new product. Our customers know they can rely on extensive support from us, on our proximity to their locations, and our quick response times and flexible solutions using innovative materials. They can expect customized all-round solutions from a single source, developed, produced and fitted by pinta acoustic. Our values.
THE PINTA PRINCIPLE: CUSTOMIZED ALL-IN-ONE SOLUTIONS FROM A SINGLE SOURCE
CEILING CLOUDS
SUSPENDED CEILING SYSTEMS
EXPANDED METAL SYSTEMS
BONDED SYSTEMS
SUSPENSION SYSTEMS
RECYCLED-GLASS SYSTEMS
GRID SYSTEMS
SPECIAL SOLUTIONS
MEASUREMENT-ROOM AND CAPSULE SYSTEMS
_01 pinta SQUARELINEultra / EXPANDEDLINE,
World Stages Theater, New York, NY, USA

_02 pinta WEDGE,
Temporary SONY exhibition “Contemplating Monolithic Design”, Salone del Mobile,
Milan, Italy

_03 pinta Absorber RONDO,
Clare Country Hall, Ennis, Ireland

_04 pinta SONEXvalueline panels,
CIRCA Gallery, Minneapolis, MN, USA
pinta solutions worldwide

05 Absorber RONDO,
Europcar, Hamburg, Germany

06 pinta EXPANDEDLINE MEDIUM,
North German Broadcasting Company,
Hamburg, Germany

07 pinta Absorber RONDO S,
BASF SE, Ludwigshafen, Germany

08 pinta WHITELINE,
Jaguar Dealership, Flensburg, Germany

09 pinta PHONSTOP V,
seamless application,
Saxonian Mountain Archives and Mineral Collection, Freudenstein Castle,
Freiberg, Germany

10 pinta PLANO, pinta ANIMAL,
Kindergarten, France

11 pinta BALANCE,
Bene AG, Waidhofen, Austria

12 pinta SQUARELINEultra / EXPANDEDLINE,
custom panels, Newseum, Washington, DC, USA

13 pinta BALANCE PLUS,
Coca Cola, Ratingen, Germany
_14 FABRTEC wall panels
Moonacy Music Room, Minneapolis, MN, USA

_15 pinta BALANCE SOFT,
VHV, Hanover, Germany
_16 pinta CONTOUR, BASIX pattern, Cafeteria, University of Minnesota, MN, USA
_17 pinta Absorber WETROOM, Hipp Beverage Industry, Pfaffenhofen, Germany
_18 pinta WEDGE, measuring room system, VIKING GmbH, Langkampfen, Austria
_19 pinta Absorber RONDO with aluminum tube, Pool “Mainlandbad”, Hoechberg near Wuerzburg, Germany
_20 pinta PHONSTOP V, seamless application, Bank, Brussels, Belgium
_21 pinta BALANCE, Sportkreisel GmbH, Augsburg, Germany
_22 pinta BALANCE DESIGN, LichtBlick AG, Hamburg, Germany
_23 pinta PLANO, UNISYS Austria, Vienna, Austria
_24 pinta SQUARELINEstandard, Target Field (Minnesota Twins Baseball Stadium), Minneapolis, MN, USA
_25 pinta BALANCE DESIGN, Convention and Cultural Center, Fernitz, Austria
_26 pinta WHITELINE,
Clinic Holsteinische Schweiz, Bad Malente, Germany

_27 pinta RONDO,
Day-care center, France

_28 pinta Absorber PLANO,
Plansee Metall GmbH, Reutte (Tirol), Austria

_29 pinta WEDGE,
Church, Neuss, Germany

_30 pinta Absorber LINEAR,
GETRAG Transmission and Gear Fabrication
Hermann Hagenmeyer GmbH & Cie KG, Untergruppenbach, Germany

_31 pinta QUADROLINE,
Lufthansa, Munich Airport, Germany

_32 pinta PHONSTOP V,
High Speed Rail Line Nuremberg – Ingolstadt, Germany

_33 pinta BALANCE ART, pinta Absorber LINEAR,
Telekom Deutschland GmbH, Germany

_34 pinta Absorber PLANO,
Universitätsklinikum Regensburg,
Regensburg, Deutschland

_35 pinta Absorber RONDO,
Picine Monthéry, France
_36 pinta AMBIENT E/CONTOUR, BASIX pattern,
Pool, France

_37 pinta PHONSTOP,
Gymnasium, Hard, Austria

_38 vv WHISPERWAVE ceiling cloud,
Showroom, Minneapolis, MN, USA
YOUR PARTNER FOR CUSTOM ACOUSTICS: PINTA ACOUSTIC – INNOVATION BASED ON TRADITION
pinta acoustic inc. has been known for innovative acoustic solutions since it was established as illbruck GmbH almost 50 years ago. Once a specialist in cutting and processing melamine foam, today pinta acoustic provides complex product combinations using a wide range of materials, and long ago changed from being a product-oriented provider to a solution-oriented one. Innovation has been the driving force behind this story of success, and has made the company a market leader. We will work with you to develop systems for practically any environment, from recording studios to offices or production halls.
The pinta elements group currently consists of eleven companies that cover 11 different markets in Europe and North America.

The markets we serve are:

- Marine (yachts, commercial vessels, submarines, production boats)
- Rail (train tram)
- Aircraft and aerospace
- Special vehicles
- Building and architecture
- Gas and liquid filtration
- Heating ventilation air conditioning
- Regenerative energy
- Appliances
- Automotive surface finishing
- Medical

Our system solutions range from noise and heat control to wound care. We manufacture and install design ceilings made from expanded metal, make superyachts more comfortable and production boats less noisy. We make sure that your vacuum cleaner does not smell and your cooker hood absorbs unwanted odors. We make open space office areas more productive by the use of intelligent acoustic systems. We reduce the interior noise in business jets and protect satellites from harmful vibrations during the critical launch phase. We help clean wounds and make sure that patients in intensive care live more comfortably through moisture-emitting swabs.
Our business model which differentiates us is:

ANALYSE >>
SOLVE >>
MANUFACTURE >>
INSTALL >>
SERVICE >>

OR ANY ONE OF THESE ACTIVITIES!
SAFE CLEAN QUIET STYLISH

www.pinta-elements.com
OUR VALUES:
DESIREE TO WIN
TEAMWORK
CREATIVE INTELLIGENCE
RESPECT FOR NATURE
KNOWING OUR LIMITS
COSMOPOLITANISM
COURAGE
PERSEVERANCE
DECISIVENESS

PINTA. ALWAYS A WAVELENGTH AHEAD.
pinta acoustic

pinta acoustic, inc.
2601 49th Avenue North, #400
Minneapolis, MN 55430
USA
phone +1 (612) 355 4200
fax +1 (612) 355 4299
toll-free (USA/Canada):
(800) 662-0032
sales@pinta-acoustic.com
www.pinta-acoustic.com

pinta acoustic gmbh
Otto-Hahn-Straße 7
82216 Maisach
Germany
phone +49 (0)8141. 88 88-0
fax +49 (0)8141. 88 88-555
info@pinta-acoustic.de
www.pinta-acoustic.de

pinta acoustic

pinta elements

pinta elements gmbh
Feringastraße 12 b
85774 Unterföhring
Germany
phone +49 (0)89. 98 10 77-300
fax +49 (0)89. 98 10 77-333
sekretariat@pinta-elements.com
www.pinta-elements.com

pinta elements gmbh
Feringastraße 12 b
85774 Unterföhring
Germany
phone +49 (0)89. 98 10 77-300
fax +49 (0)89. 98 10 77-333
sekretariat@pinta-elements.com
www.pinta-elements.com

pinta elements